BEFORE THE ARKANSAS POLLUTION CONTROL AND ECOLOGY COMMISSION

IN THE MATTER OF AMENDMENTS TO
REGULATION NO. 19, REGULATIONS OF THE
ARKANSAS PLAN OF IMPLEMENTATION
FOR AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

DOCKET NO. 08-004-R

MOTION TO ADOPT CHANGES TO REGULATION NO. 19

Pursuant to APC&EC Regulation No. 8, the Arkansas Department of Environmental Quality submits the following documents before the Commission for its consideration:

   Exhibit A) The signed Statement of Basis and Purpose;
   Exhibit B) The signed Responsive Summary;
   Exhibit C) The Final Revised Regulation;
   Exhibit D) The Regulations Tracking Sheet; and
   Exhibit E) The Proposed Minute Order adopting the proposed revisions to the Regulation.

WHEREFORE, the Arkansas Department of Environmental Quality prays that the Commission adopt the proposed Minute Order adopting the revisions to APC&EC Regulation No. 19.

Respectfully submitted,
ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

By:  
Mike Bates